Google Analytics
Connector
Companies around the world use Google Analytics to understand their web traffic, from the number of visitors to how
long people spend on the site and where they exit. Google provides a reporting environment in which to analyze the
data, but in some cases, you want to copy your data out of Google Analytics to somewhere else. This connector allows
you to do just that.
Scribe has partnered with CData, which offers drivers with connectivity to
more than a hundred applications. This connector uses the CData driver for
Google Analytics to get data about your websites and send it to a database or
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•

Copy Google Analytics data to a SQL Server, MySQL, Oracle or
PostgreSQL database and analyze it with tools like Microsoft Power BI or
Tableau

•

Record goal completions from Google Analytics in a CRM system like
Salesforce or Dynamics 365

•

Backup Google Analytics data to a database or text files

TECHNICAL BENEFITS
•

Authenticate via OAuth

•

Query objects including AdWords, ecommerce, events, goal
completions, traffic and more

•

Supports native query for joining tables and filtering query results

Scribe is an established global provider of solutions that easily bring data anywhere it is needed – regardless of IT infrastructure. Scribe’s
award-winning products help 12,000 customers and 1,200 partners use data – cloud-based, on-premise or a mix – to increase revenue,
provide superior service, and create business value faster. Its easy-to-use, enterprise-ready solutions are backed by extensive support
options and training, and service customers across a wide array of industries including financial services, life sciences, manufacturing,
and media and entertainment companies.
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